
 

                                                                                                      08.04.2020 Английский язык 204гр.  

Биографии людей, посвятившие себя исследованию космоса. 

Алгоритм действия такой:  

1. Прочитать и перевести текст.  

2. Ответить на вопросы. 

3. Закрепить модальные глаголы.  

4.  Сделать упражнения по теме. 

                                             Space Exploration.       
Mankind always dreamed of overcoming gravitation and reaching other planets. But it was 

only in the 1960ies that this dream was to become reality. 
On the 12th of April 1961 the spaceship «Vostok» was launched into space with a man on 

board and after orbiting our planet successfully returned to the Earth. 
The first man to overcome gravitation and orbit the Earth was Yuri Gagarin. This day went 

down in history of mankind as an outstanding achievement, opening the space era. 
In the course of space exploration there have been lots of achievements of world science 

and technology. This period saw the launching of many earth satellites, numerous space 
laboratories. Among the achievements we may enumerate the landing of automatic stations 
on the Moon, the flights of space laboratories towards Venus and Mars. 

These are the years of manned space flight programmes: Valentina Tereshkova was the 
first woman-cosmonaut to make a space flight, A. A. Leonov achieved the first «space walk» 
in 1965, the first Soviet experimental station with four cosmonauts on tjoard went into orbit, 
the first American expedition landed on the Moon. 

The Soviet "«Lunokhod», automatic orbital stations «Soyuz» and other space laboratories 
opened up a new period of space exploration. From the first experiments scientists went over 
to systematic exploration of space. 

Recently there have been calls to reduce expenditure on space research programmes. I 
think it would be a serious mistake to allow this to happen. 

There is a direct link between the development of space research programmes and 
different earth technologies. The higher the former are the more developed the latter are. 

  
  

Questions: 
1. What did mankind always dream about? 
2. When did this dream become reality? 
3. When was the spaceship «Vostok» launched? 
4. Was Yuri Gagarin the first man to overcome gravitation and orbit the Earth? 
5. As what day did the 12th of April go down in history? 
6. What has there been in the course of space exploration? 
7. What did this period see? 
8. Enumerate the stages of manned space flight programmes. 
9. What opened up a new period of space exploration? 
10. What calls have there been recently? 
11.Woulditbe a serious mistake to allow to reduce expenditure on space exploration? 



12. What kind of link is there between the development of space research programmes and 
different earth technologies? 
 
Vocabulary: 
on board — на борту 
mankind — человечество 
era — эра 
in the course of — в ходе 
world science and technology — мировая наука и техника 
numerous — многочисленный 
to enumerate — перечислять 
flight — полет 
was the first— to make — был первый, кто совершил 
cosmonaut — космонавт 
to land — приземляться 
it would be a serious mistake to allow this to happen — было бы серьезной ошибкой 
допустить это 
earth technologies — земные технологии 
the former — первый (из двух) 
tha latter — последний (из двух) 
the higher... the more developed — чем выше... тем более развиты 

 
 Упражнение 1. Вставьте подходящий модальный глагол (can / may) 

1. ______ you see anything in this dark room? 
2. ______ I borrow your rubber, please? Yes, of course you ______. 
3. Kate______ speak English. 
4. Mike has got many books so he______ read them. 
5. ______ I borrow your pen? 
6. Only a person who knows the language very well ______ answer such a 

question. 
7. Most children______ slide on the ice very well. 
8. You ______find any kind of information on the Internet. 
9. British Parliament ______issue laws and form the budget. 
10. ______ I try on this coat? 
11. You ______not talk loudly in libraries. 
12. He ______read and write in English. 

Упражнение 2. Complete the sentences with the correct modal verb. 
Use must, mustn't, or don't have to. 

I _________________ (1) go to school from Monday to Friday. 
We ___________________ (2) wear a uniform, so I normally wear sports 
clothes. We ___________________ (3) arrive late, and 
we ___________________ (4)   go to every class. In class, 
we __________________ (5)  shout, play or sing. 
We _____________________ (6)  have lunch at school, so I sometimes go 
home. When school finishes, I ___________________ (7)  look after my little 
sister. When my parents come home I ______________________ (8) stay 



in, so I usually go out with my friends. When I get home,                                      I 
__________________ (9) do my homework. I ____________________ 
(10)  go to bed late, except on Fridays, when I _________________ (11)  go to 
bed before midnight. 

 
Homework: 1.Написать сообщение на тему “Space scientists“. 2.Сделать упражнения с 
модальным глаголами. 
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